Be a part of a new brewery within an iconic new precinct in Brisbane.

Set under the Story Bridge on the banks of the Brisbane River, Howard Smith Wharves precinct’s brewery, Felons Brewing Co is opening in October 2018. Felons Brewing Co is a modern-day brewery proudly founded on the banks of the Brisbane river and we are now looking for an **Operations Brewer** (reference 4004) to join the Felonry.

Named after the Four Felons who were the first to discover the Brisbane river, we are inspired by their spirit of freedom & discovery to brew beer for everyone and anyone.

Headed up by ex-Little Creatures Brewer Tom Champion, we believe in brewing with passion and freedom. We will embrace the traditions of the past while being inspired by the present to brew balanced and natural beers of no fuss. Our brewery and venue will be a hub for the community welcoming everyone to experience the sights, smells and importantly tastes of a working brewery.

**Key Responsibilities will include:**
- Take on full responsibility for end-to-end brewing forecast and demand processes
- Work in tandem with the production team to develop production plans
- Manage and maintain brewery inventory, for both goods in and out
- Thrive on best manufacturing practices
- Be the liaison for material suppliers
- Collate and dispatch all inbound customer orders
- Monitor the supply chain to ensure sufficient stock coverage to meet our demand in full and on time

**What we’re looking for:**
- A passion for high quality, balanced and flavoursome beers
- Experience in a similar supply chain/logistics role
- Leadership and people skills, with the ability to effectively share knowledge with others
- A safety-first attitude and the ability to instil and maintain safe workplace practices

Experience or formal qualification in commercial brewing would be well received.

If you are interested in becoming a part of the Felonry, please click here and apply today, ensuring your resume or cover letter includes the reference number 4004.